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Muay Thai Rules
Honesty, Safety and Respect
All Muay Thai students must:























Follow the basic dojo rules (see next page)
Wear your BDMA Muay Thai “Level” shirt at every class.
Wear shorts that have a drawstring and are at the knee or above. Thai
shorts, MMA shorts with slits, Basketball shorts, etc. No zippers or
metal!
Come to class clean, healthy, and ready to train!
The Thai Bow or “Wai” is to show respect and “greet” others. This should
be done throughout your training, especially to your instructors when
you see them, on and off the matted training area, to your partners and at
the beginning and end of class.
Answer your “Kru” or instructor with “Osu!”
Bring all sparring and safety gear to every class. It must be properly
fitted.
Set all training gear on mats neatly in your bag before class.
If wearing hand wraps, they should be wrapped PRIOR to the start of
class.
Keep your equipment/gear clean! Wipe it with disinfectant after every
use and let it completely dry. Was what can be washed: Cloth shin
guards, hand wraps, and shirts!
Use an anti-fungal soap like SBC after training.
No juice, soda, or food near/on the mats, only water.
Use control when sparring.
No knees or elbows during sparring. Striking to the head is only allowed
during sparring when wearing head gear and approved by instructor.
Only work drills and combos you have been taught at this gym.
Be a good sport no matter the outcome.
If you fight outside of the dojo, you will not be allowed to train. You may
always use your skills for self defense, but it must be justifiable and you
must exercise reasonable force (only what is necessary to defend
yourself).
If you are late, bow into the mat and to your Kru, do your push-ups for
being late, and start jumping rope until instructed to join.
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Dojo Rules
Honesty, Safety and Respect
All students must:




























Bow when entering or leaving the Dojo
Get a drink and go to the bathroom before class
No shoes on the Dojo floor
Follow “The Golden Rule”: Treat others how you want to be treated
Any type of prejudices (race, orientation, religion, sex, size or social
status) will NOT be tolerated in the Dojo
Hands to yourself unless training with a partner
Keep your things neatly with your shoes
No eating or chewing gum in class
No bad words, abusive or threatening language
No rough play or goofing off while training especially with techniques or
weapons
Never use martial art techniques outside of class except for defense,
competition or demonstrations
Uniform (Gi) must be clean and worn during class
Weapons used for demo team may only be taken from home to class and
back and should be in bag
Keep weapons in safe working order and quiet during class
Grades must be kept up
Do not touch or play with or climb on any Dojo equipment without asking
Always answer instructors with “OSU” or “Yes, Sensei,” or “No Sensei…”
Always greet parents, teachers and instructors when you see them
Pay attention and listen quietly when Sensei is speaking
Never get mad or seek to “Get someone back” your enemy is never in the
Dojo
Do your best
Don’t be a sore loser or a rude winner
If you need help, ask for it
Don’t interrupt
Focus to the front or at Sensei
Be honest in all you do
Practice!

